CAREERS IN GLOBAL TRADE

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

PUSHING HERSELF BEYOND
HER COMFORT ZONE IS HOW
RITA LEGRO MAKES WAVES IN
GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT
Amazon doesn’t need much of an introduction.
When people need something shipped to them
quickly, they often seek out Amazon first. Amazon
has become a juggernaut in the distribution
industry, but Amazon isn’t all Prime Memberships
and packages. Rita Legro is a San Pedro native
who went from imagining herself doing
presentations in boardrooms to driving multimillion dollar launches. And the supply chain
allowed her to get her foot in the door.

GOING OUT OF THE COMFORT ZONE

Rita is incredibly well-rounded in her career
experience. She began her journey as an intern in
Washington D.C. to learn about U.S. and China
bilateral relationships and worked as an
administrative assistant at Exemplis Corporation.
After being transparent with her bosses about
wanting to move up, she was promoted to the role
of “buyer,” which is someone who possesses
knowledge of current markets to get the best deal
for a product from a supply chain company.

MANY COMPANIES CARE
MORE ABOUT YOUR
VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
THAN A COLLEGE DEGREE.

During her time as a buyer, Rita pushed herself
out of her comfort zone. She went above and
beyond and found herself researching
manufacturing terms in Spanish to be able to
better communicate with suppliers in Mexico so
that she could source different products and
obtain good deals. This position allowed her to
gain international exposure and further develop
her people and negotiation skills.
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COMPANY CULTURE MATTERS

Now Rita works for Amazon as a Program Manager.
She works on behalf of the manufacturers who need
to interface with Amazon’s internal supply chain.
Rita’s favorite thing about working for Amazon is
the fast-paced environment and high level of
employee engagement. She enjoys the fact that
many of her projects don’t have scope or direction,
and she’s therefore been given the flexibility to do
what she thinks is best for the company.
Amazon also encourages push-back and debates
among employees; in other words, if someone has a
better solution for something, they are encouraged
to speak up.

BRING YOUR EXPERIENCE AND INTERVIEW A-GAME

Interested in working in a similar role to Rita’s? Rita
suggests while Amazon or smaller start-ups may not
place as much importance on a traditional four-year

GLOBAL TRADE IN CALIFORNIA

In 2019, California businesses exported $173
billion in goods to 229 countries. Hundreds
of thousands of California jobs are
supported by exports – quality jobs that pay
above the national average. There are more
than 70,000 exporters in California, the vast
majority of which are small- and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs).
California is home to the two largest ports
in all of the United States — Port of Long
Beach and Port of Los Angeles. Together,
these two ports exported nearly half of all
California’s exports. California’s primary
trade partners are Mexico, Canada and
China, followed by Japan, South Korea and
Germany.

college degree, they do care about the value you
can bring through experience and the answers you
give during the behavioral-based portion of the
interview process.
Individuals can potentially make $70,000-$90,000
in supply chain fields depending on their skills.
That means it is important to come to the
interview prepared with a firm grasp on metrics
and a deep understanding of how to figure out
which metrics define success.
Once you get your foot in the door, maintaining a
career and moving up in supply chain
management seems more than plausible. Many
companies are seeking problem-solving, team
players to take them to the next level.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCE

Learn more about programs within California
Community Colleges in the fields of Global Trade.

California is a top exporter of computers,
electronic products, transportation
equipment, machinery, and miscellaneous
manufactured commodities. Other top
categories included agricultural products,
chemicals, food manufactures, and
electrical equipment.
“California is the world leader in innovation
and leads the nation in startups. Small
businesses are the backbone of our
economy and when a small business
thrives, California thrives,” said Kaina
Pereira, Deputy Director for Business
Investment Services. “Trade promotion
programs give our California businesses the
job skills and training needed to compete
for and maintain global market share.”
Source: GlobalTradeWorkforce.com
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